Sunday, November 14 or 21, 2021
10:00am -12:00pm or 1:00 – 3:00pm (11/14 only)

Fun with your Cutter – Quick Gifts 2021
with Jerry Hunter and Elaine O’Hanlon
Join Jerry Hunter and Elaine O'Hanlon as we use our cutters to cut vinyl stencils
and HTV to make four quick gifts for the holidays.
For this class you will be cutting adhesive and stencil vinyl to make stencils for glass
etching and wood burning. You will also use adhesive vinyl to make a ring dish and
HTV to make an oven mitt that can hold a bag of cookie dough mix and spatula (not
included in kit).
Kit fee for this class is $15.00

Supplies Needed
 Brother Scan N Cut, Silhouette Cameo or Cricut Air or Maker cutting
machine with all cords and cables (please be sure your cutting machine has been updated with the latest
firmware updates) ✓
 Cutting Mat and weeding tools of your choice. ✓
 Laptop computer (for Silhouette Cameo and Cricut users)
 Silhouette Studio software installed on your computer (for Cameo users) or Design Space (for Cricut users)
 A flash drive so we can give you the design for your cutting machine. ✓
 Weeding tools, tweezers and small scissors will make for a more successful weeding experience. There are fine
details in these designs, as we weed the stencils, you will need to cut away some small parts. ✓

There is no before class preparation.
✓ Denotes items available for purchase at Dublin Sewing Center. These items should always be purchased at Dublin
Sewing Center to ensure that you have the correct product and to ensure that we can continue to teach these Classes at
a low price. Please remember, though, that we only carry a few of each item at a time so it is best to purchase your items
prior to the class (in person or by phone).

